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How long can stocks make hay until the Fed lowers the boom?  

How long will the present "Indian summer" for the stock market 
persist? If we're right about the Fed -- that its next rate move will 
be higher, probably eventually getting to levels that will 
substantially slow economic growth -- then, for stocks, the days 
are getting shorter and winter will soon enough arrive. What 
upside surprises in growth or inflation data will move the Fed to 
start hiking again? When will the consensus give up its 
expectations for rate cuts, and start to anticipate hikes?  

By our analysis stocks have already anticipated some of the 
coming chill. Flirting with new all-time highs, stocks have done 
precisely what we predicted: they have risen in perfect lockstep 
with growth in forward earnings, no more and no less (see 
"Foreshocks" September 7, 2006). From the May 5 top, the S&P 
500 and S&P 500 consensus forward earnings are both up 
exactly 5.6%. Yet over the same period, long-term Treasury 
yields have fallen by about 50 basis points -- the same amount by 
which expectations for 2007 Fed rate cuts have grown. In a 
dividend discount framework, this drop in the discount rate would 
suggest that stock prices should be about 8% higher than they 
were in May -- and yet all the gains since then are explained by 
higher forward earnings. Thus stocks seem to have entirely 
ignored the drop in interest rates, which is to say: stocks are 
already expecting no Fed rate cuts in 2007. So if we're right about the Fed, stocks shouldn't be 
damaged much in the first stage of the consensus shift, when the bond market gives up its 
expectations for rate cuts. This would suggest that stocks can keep drifting generally higher 
along with forward earnings -- right until the next stage, when both stocks and bonds have to 
adapt to expectations for rate hikes. That's when winter comes.  

What could catalyze these two stages of consensus shift -- first, that the Fed won't cut rates, 
and second, that it will raise them? It could be data that surprises on the upside in terms of 
either growth or inflation. Indeed, we expect such surprises (see "Gut Check for Growth" 
November 2, 2006; and "Inflation Mission Accomplished? Not So Fast" November 20, 2006). 
But they are unlikely to come by the end of the year. In the near term, much of the data will be 
distorted by the effects of the recent large drop in the crude oil price on spending, trade and 
prices. An avowedly "data dependent" Fed will not be likely to move one way or the other under 
such circumstances.  

Update to strategic view 

US STOCKS: Stocks have 
already discounted for no Fed 
rate cuts in 2007, differing 
sharply from the general 
consensus in the bond 
market and the economics 
community. A change in that 
consensus could come with 
upside data surprises, but at 
this point is just as likely to 
come from the mere passage 
of time. Stock prices should 
continue to rise along with 
forward earnings until the 
consensus transforms all the 
way from rate cuts to rate 
hikes. Timing-oriented 
investors should stay long; 
others should be scaled 
sellers into strength. 

[see Investment Strategy Dashboard]
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But focusing on a single trigger data item that will catalyze an expectations inflection point 
misses an important element of the situation: the Fed will raise rates even in the absence of 
tangible upside surprises in growth or inflation. Rather than needing an upside surprise to 
trigger rate hikes, the Fed requires a downside surprise to stay on pause -- and a big downside 
surprise to motivate the rate cuts that the bond market expects. Fed spokespeople repeat every 
several days what has become a mantra: that today's levels of inflation are above acceptable 
limits. All that's keeping the Fed on pause is the fear of the remote possibility that the housing 
sector retrenchment may have devastating systemic effects. Temporarily ignoring the clear and 
present inflation threat is the Fed's insurance policy against the comparatively remote housing 
threat. Thus, if growth and inflation data simply stay where they are right now, the present 
pause has a natural half-life as that insurance becomes less and less necessary: every day that 
inflation doesn't fall, and every day that housing doesn't devastate the economy, is a day that 
moves the Fed closer to a rate hike. Upside data surprises would only hasten the day.  

 

The consensus misses this point entirely. The Wall Street Journal's monthly economic survey 
showed yesterday that two thirds of economists polled believe that the "worst of the housing 
bust is over." Yet at the same time, only one seventh expect that the fed funds rate will be 
higher next June than it is today. The average economist polled expects just what the futures 
market expects -- a single 25 basis point cut that will result in a 5% funds rate. The moderation 
of housing-driven fear is inconsistent with the idea that the Fed will cut rates -- especially in light 
of the survey's consensus on key macro variables.  On average, the same economists are 
expecting 2.5% real GDP growth in the first and second quarters of 2007, a level that the Fed 
no longer regards as especially sluggish; a 4.8% unemployment rate in May, below levels 
typically considered inflationary; and CPI inflation running 2.1% year-on-year in May, higher 
than it is today. Let's say their forecasts are exactly right -- and let's say the worst of the housing 
bust is in fact over, which would take away the risk factor most often cited by Fed officials as 
motivating their continued pause at 5.25% despite inflation running above the high bound of 
their comfort zone. With all that, it makes no sense that the Fed would cut rates. Indeed, why 
would the Fed not raise rates?  
  
We believe that most FOMC members have exactly this hawkish view, and that they continue to 
be mystified by the dovish consensus in surveys and in the bond market (see "The Frustrated 
Fed" September 28 2006). This suggests that another element militating for rate hikes -- too 
much divergence between the Fed and the markets is bad for the Fed's all-important 
institutional credibility. Richmond Fed president Jeffrey M. Lacker complained recently, "...we 
have not communicated very strongly that we want inflation to be lower and would be willing to 
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take action to bring that 
about." And the subtext 
of today's speech by 
governor Kevin Warsh 
on expectations in the 
bond market might be 
understood as throwing 
up his hands and saying, 
"we'll have to agree to 
disagree." 

All of which raises the 
question: why has the 
Fed's most powerful 
spokesman, chairman 
Ben Bernanke, been 
virtually silent -- having 
not made a substantive 
policy statement since 
his July 17 
congressional 
testimony? One has to 
suspect it's because 
during the period from 
April to June, when he 

spoke frequently and freely on his policy outlook, the volatility of rate expectations in the fixed 
income markets spiked to alarmingly high levels -- running for more than a month at a standard 
deviation in excess of 6 basis points per day. When he subsequently clammed up, the markets 
calmed down. One Fed official explained to us that Bernanke has been silent simply because 
the Fed has nothing to say -- it is entirely data dependent. But in Bernanke's silence, in the 
absence of his guidance, the market seems to be at a loss to interpret the data the Fed is 
dependent on, or anticipate how the Fed will interpret it. So volatility has gradually crept up 
again, challenging its May levels. Volatility at this level is an affront to the Fed's credibility, as 
much today as it was in May. With or without data, upside surprise or no upside surprise, 
Bernanke may soon have no choice but to speak. When he does, it's a good bet that it will be 
the beginning of a shift in the consensus toward the hawkish.  

BOTTOM LINE:  While we expect that all the surprises will be on the upside for growth and 
inflation, no actual data surprise is required for the Fed to make its hawkish bias known with 
sufficient clarity to shift the market consensus. The passage of time alone will do it. We think 
stocks are robust to the first degrees of that potentially gradual shift, from an expectation of Fed 
rate cuts to an expectation of continued pause. The next degrees of that shift, from pause to 
rate hikes, will raise the very real risk of the Fed substantively slowing the economy, just as the 
worst of the housing cool-off will be seem to have passed. Thus rising forward earnings are 
likely to continue to be a rising floor under stock prices for the short term, that is, weeks and 
months. But into the first quarter of next year, we need to be ready for the inflection point that 
could arrive at any time. Nimble investors willing to play timing calls closely should stay long 
until the last moment; investors with more gradual trading styles should be scaled sellers into 
strength.  
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